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Infrastructure Services

REPORT TO SOCIAL WORK & HOUSING COMMITTEE - 2 JUNE 2016
HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT (HRA) CAPITAL STOCK IMPROVEMENT
DELIVERY
1

Recommendations
The Committee is recommended to:
1.1

Endorse the approach to be taken for the Delivery of the Housing
Capital Programme.

1.2

Approve a pilot contract to test the delivery strategy for the
Internal Framework mechanism and a consultation exercise with
tenants on the programme prior to implementing.

1.3

Agree that the Delivery Mechanism for the Programme will be by
Framework Contracts

2.

Discussion

2.1

Social Work & Housing Committee received a report on 31 March 2016 on the
HRA capital programme monitoring. Members will be aware that when
looking at the capital programme, consideration is given to the following:






2.2

Local Housing Strategy objectives
Works that contribute towards achieving Energy Efficiency Standard for
Social Housing (EESSH) by December 2020
Works that contribute to maintaining the stock at the Scottish Housing
Quality Standard (SHQS)
Health and safety related works
Works to protect the structural integrity of the building.

The Council undertook significant stock improvement works to achieve the
Scottish Housing Quality Standard (SHQS) by March 2015. There is an
ongoing requirement for the housing stock to be maintained at the appropriate
standard and improvements will continue. In addition, the Energy Efficiency
Standard for Social Housing (EESSH), to be completed by December 2020.
The New Build Housing Programme will continue to be planned and delivered
as existing.
Therefore there are two main strands:



Stock Improvement “Business as Usual”
Energy Efficiency Standard for Social Housing (EESSH)
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2.3

The Policy and Resources Committee at its meeting on 21 April 2016
considered a number of tender return reports on the housing stock
improvement programme. Approvals were made to accept windows & doors
and bathroom contracts for 2015/16 works. However, due to a number of
reasons including strategic pricing by the contractors and value for money not
being delivered, the tenders for heating and kitchens were recommended not
to be progressed. Elected Members and tenants have been notified. The
outstanding 2015/16 and all of the 2016/17 stock improvement contracts have
been rolled into the programme for future years.

2.4

Recognising the increased future Stock Improvement Programme and
acknowledging that previous years’ have not been fully delivered on time,
Programme Delivery Support has been obtained. This is primarily in respect
of construction procurement, benchmarking, value engineering, cost control,
project batching and monitoring of the programme. The company, Arcadis
LLP, a design and consultancy organisation who are on the Council’s
Consultancy Framework list was the successful bidder and their appointment
was confirmed by Policy and Resources Committee, 21 April 2016. The
company have extensive experience of supporting Local Authorities with
similar housing programmes, primarily in the London Boroughs but have also
extensive housing experience in the Edinburgh area as well. Their input will
be to supplement, and not replicate, internal resources and provide advice on
areas of Best Practice.
Stock Improvement/ EESSH

2.5

Appendix A shows the project scope to December 2020. . The value of
these works is in the region of £220m. The following is considered necessary
to deliver the programme to 2020:



Scope of the programme to 2020
The Methodology
o Strategic priorities
o Background
o Programme Management function
 Worked example
o What can be learned to benefit Aberdeenshire Council
 Work packaging
 Resource Planning ( Internal and External)
 Programme control
 Procurement
 Activities to plan certainty
There has been analysis to determine the scope to be undertaken how best to
package it taking into consideration what has been successfully delivered
elsewhere tailored to meet the needs of Aberdeenshire Council tenants.
There will be an optimisation of delivery of approach and control on planning
delivery. The overarching aim to create delivery certainty in terms of tenant
satisfaction, cost, quality and programme.
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2.6

Planning of the programme to 2020 is dependent on adequate resourcing,
batching of contracts, procurement and engagement with the contractor
supply chain. The strategic priorities are highlighted at Appendix B Strategic
Priorities and Appendix C providing key issues and programme management
functions. The programme will be structure to mitigate the risk of failure in the
delivery of the programme, given the need to meet the EESSH, and that
failure could result in the Scottish Housing Regulator instigating an inspection
of the authority, which may affect Scottish Government funding for New Build.

2.7

The approach applied for stock improvement delivery to date has been to
undertake single packages of works across the housing stock. Arcadis have
suggested that the packaging could change to allow for multiple works to be
undertaken on properties at a single visit, on the proviso there will be no
decanting and minimal disruption to tenants. This would be segmented into 3
new framework contracts; Internal, External and EESSH, details are provided
at Item 2.10; with further details at Appendix D. However, the stock
improvement programme has historically been subject to high levels of
refusals for certain works with the existing single upgrade approach due to the
disruption, the concern is that combined contracts could result in excessive
levels of refusals. Therefore it is recommended that a pilot of the proposed
Internal Framework approach to test the strategy and a survey of tenants in
the programme is undertaken to determine their views, prior to
implementation.

2.9

One of the challenges over recent years has been obtaining an adequate
supply chain to undertake the work, therefore procurement of new framework
contractors is deemed to be the appropriate way forward. This has been a
successful approach for the non-housing programme and also for new build
housing programme. The new framework model will require a new
procurement exercise and work has already commenced on that basis to
enable a site start in early 2017.

2.10

In contractual terms, the programmes could be developed to contain the
following:
Stock Improvement ‘Business as usual’
Externals Programme:









Roofs,
Photovoltaics
Fabric upgrades,
External / Cavity wall insulation,
External rainwater goods,
Hardstanding areas
Windows
Doors

It is considered from a physical/property perspective that the above batching
ensures that multiple works are undertaken to the exterior in one programme.
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This provides for more efficient contracts, for example, one scaffold used for
all external works. It is anticipated from a technical standpoint that this could
be more attractive to the market.
Internals Programme:












Bathrooms,
Kitchens,
Heating,
Windows,
Doors,
Electrical re-wire,
Doors,
Communal decorations,
Communal doors,
Door Entry.
Fire Risk Assessment works, Fire Doors, Emergency lighting

The above batching whilst ensuring that multiple works are undertaken to the
interior of the property in one programme, it is recognised that upgrade work
can be intrusive and disruptive to tenants in their own homes, if all is
undertaken at the same time. The consultant’s experience from tenants they
have dealt with is that they have a tendency to like the fact the property is
dealt with in one go and completed rather than multiple visits, so tenant
satisfaction increases. However, were this approach to be adopted, then it
would be necessary to consult with our tenants on the proposed alternate
options and approaches to modernisation works, plus the possible refusals
and potential financial impact on the HRA Business Plan, as this approach
could mean that components being replaced before the end of their useful life
but the amalgamation of works would lead to lower construction costs.
Internal Wall Insulation (EESSH) Programme:








Internal Wall Insulation
Heating
Rewire
Windows (where appropriate)
External Doors (where appropriate)
Kitchens (exceptional circumstances only)
Bathrooms (exceptional circumstances only)

Other Associated Works
2.11

The external wall insulation programme is being delivered by Everwarm as
part of the Energy Company Obligations, for both Council and Private Sector
Housing, progress made to date has been good, details are provided at
Appendix E.

2.12

The Head of Commercial and Procurement has been consulted and no
adverse comments were received.
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2.13

The Head of Finance has been consulted and no adverse comments were
received.

2.14

Monitoring Officers within Business Services have been consulted and have
no comments.

3.

Equalities, Staffing and Financial Implications

3.1

An equalities impact assessment has been carried out as part of the
development of the Stock Improvement Programme set out above. It is
included at Appendix F and positive impacts were identified for disabled and
older protected groups.

3.2

There are no staffing issues directly arising from this report.

3.3

The financial implications are detailed inherent in the report.

RITCHIE JOHNSON,
Director of Business Services

STEPHEN ARCHER,
Director of Infrastructure Services

Report prepared by Allan Whyte, Head of Property & Facilities Management and Dave Thomson, Stock Improvement Manager,
Housing
06 May 2016
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16 blocks

Roof Finish 49
addresses;
Dormer 120
addresses;
Porch Roof 67
addresses

Door Entry
System

Flat Roof
Finish/Dormer/Por
ch roof
upgrades/Roofligh
ts

1244 addresses

12 Complexes

Sprinkler
Installation,
lighting and fire
alarms

Internal Wall
Insulation which
may include
rewires, heating,
doors, windows

14 blocks

774 Windows
(addresses) &
683 Doors:

0

1014
addresses

644 addresses

278 addresses

552 addresses

18/19

Roof Finish 19
addresses;
Dormer 38
addresses;
Porch Roof 6
addresses;
Rooflights 20
addresses

16 blocks

610 Windows
(addresses) &
439 Doors

1911 addresses

0

720 addresses

599 addresses

231 addresses

468 addresses

19/20

TBC

907 addresses

Roof Finish 28 Roof Finish 24
addresses;
addresses;
Dormer 45
Dormer 53
addresses;
addresses;
Porch Roof 5
Porch Roof 5
addresses;
addresses;
Rooflights 65
Rooflights 30
addresses
addresses

16 blocks

882 Windows
(addresses) &
753 Doors

0

972 addresses

705 addresses

434 addresses

447 addresses

17/18

Photovoltaics

External Wall
Insulation

534 Windows
(addresses) &
545 Doors

735 addresses

Doors/Windows

Rewires

Bathroom/Shower
rooms

876 addresses 724 addresses

Kitchens

198 addresses

16/17

533 addresses 420 addresses

15/16

Gas Heating

Quantum Heating

TYPE OF
UPGRADE

STOCK IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME: 17-21

M&E

INTERNALS

EXTERNALS

S/H Common

EESSH

TBC

Roof Finish 87
addresses;
Dormer 72
addresses;
Porch Roof 2
addresses;
Rooflights 48
addresses

5 blocks

751 Windows
(addresses) &
438 Doors

0

418 addresses

516 addresses

618 addresses

90 addresses

20/21

Completion by December 2020

£100,000,000

£5,700,000

£6,220,000
Tender documentation currently being
prepared for the 12 Complexes for completion
by March 2019

£9,070,000

Completion December 2020

£2,795,055

£1,340,000

Windows
£16,689,700
Doors
£5,430,200

0

£19,295,000

£28,448,000

One tender all areas. Completion December
2018

Possibly one tender per area (North, South,
East Central)

PRIORITY - 15/16 kitchen addresses - tenants
have been advised we will re-tender and
advise Spring 2017. Possibly one tender per
area (North, South, East Central).

£13,827,000

£9,652,500

Possibly one eletrical tender per area (North,
South, East Central)
PRIORITY - 15/16 addresses - tenants have
been advised we will re-tender and advise
Autumn/Winter 2016. Possibly one mechnical
tender per area (North, South, East Central).

BUDGET
TOTAL

NOTES
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28

330
300

Cavity Wall Insulation – virgin cavity refills

Loft refills

Heating Upgrades to Air Source Heat Pump

External Wall Insulation

External Wall Insulation

Cavity Wall Insulation – hard to treat

Cavity Wall Insulation – virgin cavity refills

Photovoltaics

External Wall Insulation

External Wall Insulation

Cavity Wall Insulation – hard to treat

2013/14

2013/14

2013/14

2014/15

2014/15

2014/15

2014/15

2015/16

2015/16

2015/16

2015/16

40

67

598

315

1

428

External Wall Insulation

2013/14

Number of Private Properties

Type of work

Financial
Year

827

178

50

118

402

450

71

208

58

5

107

184

Number of Council Properties
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APPENDIX F

EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
Stage 1: Title and aims of the activity (“activity” is an umbrella term covering policies,
procedures, guidance and decisions).
Service

Housing & Social Work

Section

Asset Management

Title of the activity etc.

Stock Improvement Programme

Aims of the activity

Author(s) & Title(s)

To upgrade the Council’s Housing Stock to meet the legislative
requirement (SHQS/EESSH) and the needs and aspirations of
our tenants.
Dave Thomson, Stock Improvement & Maintenance Manager
Douglas Newlands, Housing Manager Asset Management

Stage 2: List the evidence that has been used in this assessment.
 Monthly Minutes of Asset Management Tenants Group
/Stock Improvement Officers Group – 8 weekly until Dec
2012 / Contact Centre – ongoing

Internal data
(customer satisfaction
surveys; equality
monitoring data;
customer complaints).



Tenants Events – Annually



Tenants Newsletter (Specification, etc) – quarterly



Feedback (Complaints/Comments and Compliments) –
ongoing



Confirm (Property Helpdesk) - ongoing



Reports to SW&H Committee - quarterly



Minutes of meeting with Property Services - monthly



Repairs working from Northgate/SAVE



100% stock condition database



Asbestos Surveys – 10% of stock



EPC – 40% of stock new 100% survey tendered August
2013



OT Assessments - Ongoing



Data collected at pre contract surveys - ongoing
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Officer Groups
Internal Consultation
with staff and other 
services affected.


Capital Program Meeting (Property) – monthly
Strategic Capital Plan Group - monthly



Contact Centre - ongoing



Repairs Officer Group – 8 weekly



Stock Condition Surveyors Group – 8 weekly

 IBP independent surveys of contractor performance
 Contractor Surveys.
 Properties assessment and contractors performance.
 Quality Assurance of gas heating installations.
 Local Authority Gas Banding Working Group.
External consultation
(partner organisations,
community
groups,
and councils.

 Joint Working with RSLs on the Stock Improvement
programme.
 Meeting with other LA/RSLs to discuss innovative approaches.
 SHBVN – Asset Management Group
 Discussing with Tenants Groups
 Other External Specialist property related
disciplines(Engineers, Timber Specialists, Drainage)






External data (census,
available statistics).











British Board of Agreement
British Research Establishment
Academic Research (General and Environmental
Private Companies
External Benchmarking (Scottish Housing Best value Network
/ Association of Public Sector Excellence)
Information from external quality assurance
Information from independent telephone survey following
capital works
Asbestos Surveys
Energy Performance Certificates
Scottish Housing Regulator (inspection outcomes /Scottish
Housing Quality Standard reporting)
Scottish Government research and reporting (Fuel Poverty)
Scottish House Condition Survey
Professional Institutions
Trade Literature
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Other (general
information as
appropriate).

Scottish Government Committee.

Stage 3: Evidence Gaps.
The Service has a good understanding of stock and the nature of
tenants.
Are there any gaps in Ample opportunities are provided to feedback at any point
the information you throughout the process, with the exception of disability there has
currently hold?
been no direct collection of data to determine any potential impact
on protected groups. There is no evidence to suggest any
negative impact at this stage.

Stage 4: Measures to fill the evidence gaps.
What measures will be Measures:
Timescale:
taken to fill the
information
gaps Commission a survey though an independent
before the activity is surveying organisation articles in the tenants
implemented? These newsletter.
should be included in
the action plan at the
back of this form.

Stage 5: Are there potential impacts on protected groups? Please complete for each
protected group by inserting “yes” in the applicable box/boxes below.
Positive
Negative Neutral Unknown
Age – Younger
Yes
Age – Older

Disability

Yes


low level thresholds



Alarm systems



Low surface temperature
radiators



Sockets/switches

Yes


Race – (includes Gypsy
Travellers)

Equipment and Adaptation
Yes
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Religion or Belief
Yes
Gender – male/female
Yes
Pregnancy
maternity

and
Yes

Sexual orientation –
(includes
Lesbian/
Gay/Bisexual)
Gender reassignment –
(includes Transgender)
Marriage
and
Partnership

Civil

Stage 6: What are the positive and negative impacts?
Positive
(describe the impact for each of
Impacts.
the protected characteristics
affected)
Please
detail
the Properties and person centred
potential
positive designs appropriate to need.
and/or
negative Person centred alterations to suit
impacts on those with the specific needs of individuals.
protected
characteristics
you
have
highlighted
above.
Detail the
impacts and describe
those affected.

Yes
Yes
Yes

Negative
(describe the impact for each
of the protected
characteristics affected)

Stage 7: Have any of the affected groups been consulted?
If yes, please give
details of how this was
done and what the
In relation to specific projects – for example large scale alterations
results were. If no,
to Sheltered Housing.
how have you ensured
that you can make an
Disabled Persons Housing Service
informed
decision
about
mitigating
steps?
Stage 8: What mitigating steps will be taken to remove or reduce negative impacts?
These
should
included

Mitigating Steps
be None
in

Timescale
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any
action
plan at the
back of this
form.

Stage 9: What steps can be taken to promote good relations between various groups?

These
should
be Promotion of tenant groups, if there is a specific need for a specific
included in the action group for one or all of the protected groups this would be
plan.
encouraged, facilitated and promoted.

Stage 10: How does the policy/activity create opportunities for advancing equality of
opportunity?
Ongoing and regular consultation with tenants through a variety of means and meetings to
impact directly to policy/strategic direction for the overall stock improvement programme,
but also at an individual level which gives multiple opportunities to highlight any issues in
relation to individual needs and aspirations and in relation to protected groups. There is
also an opportunity to provide feedback afterwards and to attend tenant and officer working
groups. The service also operates a variety of home visits and inspections on a routine
and as requested basis, the results of which influence future strategies and working
practices.

Stage 11: What equality monitoring arrangements will be put in place?
These
should
be An independent market research company currently gathers
included in any action feedback from tenants throughout the capital programme works
plan
(for
example and provides quarterly reports. Survey questions will be reviewed
customer satisfaction to consider how best to collate data of any potential impact on all
questionnaires).
protected groups.
Stage 12: What is the outcome of the Assessment?
No negative impacts have been identified –please explain.
1
Stock Improvement Programme is adapted to meet the specific needs
of individuals, regardless of association with any of the protected
groups.
Please complete
the appropriate
2
box/boxes

3

Negative Impacts have been identified, these can be
mitigated - please explain.
* Please fill in Stage 13 if this option is chosen.

The activity will have negative impacts which cannot be
mitigated fully – please explain.
* Please fill in Stage 13 if this option is chosen
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* Stage 13: Set out the justification that the activity can and should go ahead despite the
negative impact.
N/A

Stage 14: Sign off and authorisation.
1) Service
and
Housing and Social Work, Asset Management.
Team
2) Title
of
Stock Improvement Programme.
Policy/Activity

Sign off and authorisation.

3) Authors: We
have
completed the
equality impact
assessment
for this policy/
activity.

Name:
Position:
Date:
Signature:

Name:
4) Consultation
Position:
with
Service Date:
Manager

Dave Thomson
Stock Improvement and Maintenance Manager
01/03/2016

Douglas Newlands
Housing Manager (Asset Management)
01/03/2016

Signature:
Name: Brian Watson
5) Authorisation
by Director or
Head
of Position: Acting Head of Service Name:
(Housing)
Position:
Service
Date:
19/05/2016
Date:
Signature:
6)

7)

If the EIA relates to a matter that has to go before a Committee,
Date:
Committee report author sends the Committee Report and this
2/6/26
form, and any supporting assessment documents, to the Officers
SWHC
responsible for monitoring and the Committee Officer of the
relevant Committee. e.g. Social Work and Housing Committee.
EIA author sends a copy of the finalised form to: eia@abdnshire

Date:
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(Equalities team to complete)
Has the completed form been published on the website?

Date:
YES/NO

2014/15
2014/15

2013/14

IBP Questionnaire

Front Line surveyor
Awareness raising 2011/14
of protected groups

Complete

Start

Action Plan
Action

Stock Condition Officer

S I & M Manager

Lead Officer

Greater awareness and needs of
protected groups.

Improved data differentiation

Expected Outcome

Resource Implications
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